Job Title

Electronic Technicians (entry level and mid-level openings)

About Star Headlight & Lantern Company

Star Headlight and Lantern Co., Inc. was founded in 1889 by five founding owners. Four months later, George Washington Jacobs bought the sole controlling interest. Since then, the company has maintained production in Rochester NY and its vicinity with the current headquarters and manufacturing center in Avon, New York. The Jacobs family has guided the company through five generations of leadership to become a leader in the rail, amber light and emergency lighting markets.

Looking for motivated employees who can grow with the company

Job Responsibilities

Coordinate/perform lab duties including:

- Component approvals
- Product and component life/temperature testing
- Circuit analysis
- Test fixture build/repair, etc.

Requirement for Mid-Level Technicians

Must have an Associate Degree or equivalent work experience.

Salary

Entry level position: $14-$16 per hr. (based upon education and experience)
Mid-level position: $15-$20 per hr. (based upon education and experience)

How to Apply

Please submit resumes to Steve Vukosic: SteveVukosic@star1889.com